Abstract

Embedded system and software testing requires sophisticated methods, which are nowadays frequently supported by application of test patterns. This eases the test development process and contributes to the reusability and maintainability of the test specification. However, it does not guarantee the proper level of quality and test coverage in different dimensions of the test specification.

In this paper the quality of the test is investigated and numerous metrics are defined. They are based mainly on the applied test patterns. They give a measure of quality for the test design and executed test cases w.r.t. a number of aspects. They also evidence the value of patterns application. If weighted, they enable to assess the executed tests.

1. Introduction

Testing costs are well known to rise sharply, reaching at least 50% of software development time and effort [1, 2]. To reduce this cost and guarantee software quality, testing should be performed earlier in the software development cycle. Numerous efforts have contributed to making test activities more efficient, effective, and automatic. So has our previous work [3, 4] where we presented a set of test patterns enabling the creation of an executable test model for hybrid embedded software. It has been called Model-in-the-Loop for Embedded System Test (MiLEST).

In this paper we focus on the quality of those test patterns. By that, we deal with the problems of quality assessment for test specification and we calculate the achieved test coverage in terms of different aspects, which constitute the main novelties of this paper. Here, at least two dimensions are considered – the quality of a test design and test execution.

The contribution of this paper relates to the quality of tests that are defined by applying the test patterns.

- Hence, in Section 2, the MiLEST approach is introduced first.
- Then, we go through the test quality criteria available in the literature and select some of them for MiLEST (cf. Section 3.1).
- We investigate how the usage of patterns is influencing the quality of the test.
- We check how good the created test model is, defining the means to assess it. We handle the quality aspect of different test activities providing a classification of test quality (TQ) metrics for them. All that is introduced in Section 3.2.
- Section 4 gives a review of related work. Section 5 provides a case study to illustrate our methods. The final evaluation and conclusions complete the paper.

The quality of tests is quantified by application of the TQ metrics. Taking a test scenario that every time a given threshold is exceeded, the flag should be changed, we are able to assess how many and which variants of this scenario give a proper confidence level that the system under test (SUT) is behaving correct.

Although certain aspects of the test quality cannot be quantified without a context, the entire set of these aspects, if weighted, gives a measure of the test coverage w.r.t. different criteria.

We selected the MATLAB®/Simulink®/Stateflow® (ML/SL/SF) [5] to demonstrate the feasibility of our solution for the test patterns definition, their application, and their quality assessment. It provides a simulation engine that allows for the execution of tests, facilitating their dynamic analysis. This environment supports hybrid systems development and allows for using the same language for both system and test design [6].
2. MiLEST

At the early stage of system development, when its new functionality is introduced, its model serves as a primary instantiation of its realization. Hence, neither real-world nor reference signals are available for testing the model. This implies a need for another solution. In MiLEST we propose a new method for stimulation and evaluation of the embedded hybrid systems behavior. It is breaking the requirements down into the characteristics of particular signal features (SigFs). For that purpose, a novel understanding of a signal is defined that enables describing it in an abstract way based on its properties (e.g., decrease, constant, maximum).

The MiLEST specifications reflect the structure of the system’s requirements. The test development process and the abstractly aligned test system enable applying the concepts of SigF generation and detection mechanisms while building test specifications systematically. In this context, the test system is considered as a hierarchically leveled test model (called also test design).

Since the aim of the test system is not to provide the means for testing a single signal property but for validating complete SL/SF SUT models, independent of their complexity, structuring the test models in a proper way contributes to the scalability and reusability of the solution. Moreover, traceability of the test development artifacts is possible and transformation potentials emerge.

The structure of the test system consists of four different levels (see Figure 1) that can be built systematically and automatically. It makes the test system less error-prone leaving the test engineers plenty of scope for developing the complete test specification.

![Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of the test system.](image)

Technically, MiLEST is a SL add-on built on top of the ML engine. It consists of a SL library including test patterns, callback and transformation functions, and other ML scripts. The library is divided into: test specification, test data, and test control. Additionally, the test quality part includes metrics for assessing the quality of a given instance of a test model.

In Figure 2, a generic pattern for a test harness is presented. The test data (i.e., test signals used in the test cases) are generated within the test data generator shown on the left-hand side. The test specification, on the right-hand side, is constructed by analyzing the SUT functionality requirements and deriving the test objectives from them. It includes the abstract test scenarios, test evaluation algorithms, test oracle, and an arbitration mechanism.

![Figure 2. A test harness pattern.](image)

In terms of the applied SL notation, the boxes represent the subsystems; the lines are carrying the signals.

The test specification is built by applying the test patterns available in the MiLEST library. Afterward, based on the already constructed parts of the test model, the test data generators are automatically derived. These are embedded in a dedicated test data structure. The automatic generation of test signal variants, their management, and their combination within a test case is also supported, analogous the synchronization of the obtained test stimuli. Finally, the SUT model excited with the previously created test data is executed and the evaluation unit supplies verdicts on the fly.

The first step in the test development process is to identify the test objectives based on the SUT requirements. For that purpose a high level pattern within the test specification unit is applied (see Figure 3). The number of test requirements can be chosen in the graphical user interface that updates the design and adjusts the structural changes of the test model.

![Figure 3. A test requirement specification pattern.](image)

Next, validation functions (VFs) [3] are introduced to define the test scenarios, test evaluation, and test oracle in a systematic way (cf. Figure 1). VFs serve to evaluate the execution status of a test by assessing the SUT observations and/or additional characteristics/parameters of the SUT. A VF is created for any single requirement according to the conditional rules — IF preconditions set THEN assertions set.

A single informal requirement may imply multiple VFs. If this is the case, the arbitration algorithm
accumulates the results of the combined IF-THEN rules and delivers an aggregate verdict. Predefined verdict values are pass, fail, none, and error. Retrieval of the local verdicts for a single VF is also possible.

Preconditions and assertions sets primarily include detectors for SigFs. VFs are defined to be independent of the currently applied test data. Thereby, they can set the verdict for all possible test data vectors and activate themselves (i.e., their assertions) only if the predefined preconditions are fulfilled. For all those elements patterns are defined. To illustrate, an abstract pattern for a VF (shown in Figure 4) consists of a preconditions block that activates the assertions block, where the comparison of actual and expected signal values occurs. A similar cause-effect analysis resulting in scenario patterns is discussed in [7].

![Figure 4. A validation function pattern.](image)

A further step in the test development process is the derivation of the corresponding structures for test data sets and the concretization of the signal variants. The entire step related to test data generation is completely automatic by a merit of the application of transformations. Similarly as on the test specification side, the test requirements level for the test data is generated. This is possible because of information obtained from the previous phase.

Moreover, concrete SigF generators on predefined signals are created afterwards. These test signals are generated following a conditional rule of the form – IF preconditions set THEN generations set.

Knowing the SigFs appearing in the preconditions of a VF, the test data can be constructed from them. The preconditions typically depend on the SUT inputs; however they may also be related to the SUT outputs at some points in time. Every time a SigF detector is present for the assertion activation, a corresponding SigF generator is applied for the test data creation. Giving an example – for detection of an increase that is located in a precondition of a VF, a specific signal increasing during a default time is required.

The patterns for test data generation and concrete SigF generators are obtained as a result of the automatic transformations. Then, the test data variants are created. Though here, the necessary condition is a prior definition of the signal value ranges and partition points on all the stimuli signals. Equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis are used in different combinations to produce the concrete variants for the stimuli.

3. Test quality based on the test patterns

As far as any testing approach is considered, test quality is essential. It constitutes a measure for the test completeness and can be assessed on different levels, according to numerous criteria, applying metrics defined for them. In the upcoming section a few main categories resulting from the analysis of several efforts in the related work are distinguished. Then, the TQ metrics are defined for MiLEST. All of them are specified for the functional (i.e., black-box test related) test, leaving the structural (i.e., white-box test related) out of the scope.

3.1 Test quality criteria

Primarily, criteria similar as for software development are of importance. Hence, the consistency and correctness of the test development process and the resulting tests is considered.

Consistency of a test is defined as the degree of uniformity, standardization, and freedom from contradiction among the requirements documents, test design, test implementation, or test system. An example of the consistency check is evaluating whether the test pattern applied in the test model includes a meaningful content.

Correctness of a test is denoted in this paper by the degree to which a test is free from faults in its specification, design, and applied algorithms, as well as in returning the test verdicts. This definition is extended in comparison to test correctness provided by [8]. There a test specification is correct when it always returns correct test verdicts and when it has reachable end states. Correctness of a test can be exemplified in MiLEST when it is checked whether the assertions set is complete enough to let the test pass.

In this paper, consistency and correctness of a test are defined mainly w.r.t. to the test scenarios specified applying MiLEST patterns. Both of them can be assessed by application of the corresponding TQ metrics. Progress on the TQ metrics has been achieved by [9], where static and dynamic metrics are distinguished. The static metrics reveal the problems of the test specification before its execution, whereas the dynamic relate to the situation when the test specification is analyzed during its execution. An example of a static consistency check is evaluating if at least one test for each requirement appears in the test specification, whereas a dynamic check determines whether a predefined number of test cases has been really executed for every requirement.
Additionally, the authors of [8] define a TQ model as an adaptation of ISO/IEC 9126 [10] to the testing domain. There the characteristics are:

- **test reusability** and **maintainability** which are supported in MiLEST by the test patterns existence;
- **test effectivity** that describes the capability of the specified tests to fulfill a given test purpose;
- **reliability** that reveals the capability of a test specification to maintain a specific level of work and completion under different conditions;
- **usability** that describes the ease to actually instantiate or execute a test specification;
- **efficiency** and **portability** – left out of the scope in this paper.

### 3.2 Test quality metrics

For the purpose of this paper several *TQ metrics* have been defined for checking the efficiency and effectiveness of the test. They are ordered according to the test development phases supported by the MiLEST method. A more detailed version may be found in [11].

#### 3.2.1 Test data related quality metrics

**Signal range consistency** is used to measure the consistency of a signal range with the constraints put on this range within the preconditions or assertions at the VF level. It applies to SUT inputs and outputs. The consistency for inputs is implicitly checked when the variants of the test signals are generated. In other words, the test data generator detects the inconsistencies in the signal ranges. The metric is used for positive testing.

**Variants coverage for a SigF** is used to measure the partitions coverage of a single SigF occurring in a test design. It is assessed based on the signal boundaries, equivalence partitions, and SigF type. The maximum number of variants for a selected SigF is equal to the sum of all possible meaningful variants. The metric can be calculated before the test execution by:

\[
\text{Variants coverage for a SigF} = \frac{\text{# of variants for a selected SigF applied in a test design}}{\text{# of all possible variants for a selected SigF}}
\]

Note that the sign # means “number of”.

**Variants coverage during test execution** is used to measure whether all the variants specified in the test design are actually applied during the test execution. It returns the percentage of variants that have been exercised by a test. Additionally, it checks the correctness of the sequencing algorithm for the test data applied by the test system.

\[
\text{Variants coverage during test execution} = \frac{\text{# of variants applied during test execution}}{\text{# of variants specified in a test design}}
\]

**Variants related preconditions coverage** checks whether the preconditions have been active as many times as many different combinations of test signal variants stimulated the test. It is calculated during the test execution.

\[
\text{Variants related preconditions coverage} = \frac{\text{# of variant combinations present in a given test data set being applied during test execution}}{\text{# of activations of a selected preconditions set}}
\]

**SUT output variants coverage** is used to measure the range coverage of signals at the SUT output after the test execution. It is assessed based on the signal boundaries and equivalence partition points using similar methods as for the generation of test stimuli variants. The metric can be calculated by:

\[
\text{SUT output range coverage} = \frac{\text{# of the resulting variants for a selected output recognized after test execution}}{\text{# of all possible variants for a selected output}}
\]

#### 3.2.2 Test specification related quality metrics

**Test requirements coverage** compares the number of test requirements covered by specified test cases to the number of test requirements contained in a corresponding requirements document calculated by:

\[
\text{Test requirements coverage} = \frac{\text{# of test requirements covered in a test design}}{\text{overall # of test requirements}}
\]

**VF s activation coverage** is used to measure the coverage of the VFs activations during the test execution. This metric is related to the *test requirements coverage*, but one level deeper in the MiLEST hierarchy. It is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{VF s activation coverage} = \frac{\text{# of VFs activated during test execution}}{\text{# of all VFs present in a test design}}
\]

#### 3.2.3 Test control related quality metric

**Test cases coverage** is used to measure the coverage of the actual activations of test cases. The sequence of test cases to be activated is specified in the test control unit. The metric is calculated by the formula:

\[
\text{Test cases coverage} = \frac{\text{# of the activated test cases}}{\text{# of all test cases present in a test control design}}
\]

### 3.3 Realization

A few of the mentioned TQ metrics have been realized in the MiLEST. These are implemented either as SL subsystems or as ML functions. For instance, implementation of the *VF s activation coverage* is based on computing the number of local verdicts for which the value has been different from *none* or *error* in relation to the number of all VFs. The situation is illustrated in Figure 5.
4. Related work

As [2] claims, metrics for structural test should be used in combination with those for functional test. For instance, the Model Coverage Tool in Simulink Verification and Validation [12] measures the system model coverage by collecting white-box information about model objects that have been executed.

For Time Partitioning Testing approach, in [13] – cost/effort needed for constructing a test data set, relative number of found errors in relation to the number of test cases needed to find them – are named as examples. These are the metrics that relate to the post-execution phase, not directly to the test patterns. Still, measuring the cost of pattern application is a very important factor determining the gains and benefits of the proposed methodology. In our case we obtain promising results as numerous steps within the test development are automated.

Apart from the measurements realized with the help of TQ metrics, consistency of the test specification may be checked statically by application of the test modeling guidelines using e.g., graph transformations [15] or Object Constraint Language [16].

Generally, the proposed pattern concept matches the definition given in [17]. The application domain is restricted to test engineering, though.

5. A case study

This section demonstrates the application of the presented concepts for a selected case study. A simplified component – Pedal Interpretation (PI) of an Adaptive Cruise Controller developed by Daimler AG [2] is used. This subsystem can be employed as a preprocessing component for various vehicle control systems. It interprets the current, normalized positions of acceleration and brake pedal \( \phi_{Acc}, \phi_{Brake} \) by using the actual vehicle speed \( v \) as desired torques for driving and brake \( T_{des\ Drive}, T_{des\ Brake} \) [2]. An example of a functional requirement is given in Table 1, while the SUT interfaces are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Functional requirement for PI [2].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normalized accelerator pedal position should be interpreted as desired driving torque – ( T_{des\ Drive} ) [Nm]. The desired driving torque is scaled in the non-negative range in such a way that the higher the velocity is given, the lower driving torque is obtained.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. SUT inputs of PI.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUT Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 The test system

Let us analyze the requirement, which is realized by the pattern from Figure 3, for illustration purpose. It is interpreted as a set of IF-THEN rules. The VFs for them are designed as shown in Figure 6. As an example, the first VF is obtained from the following rule: \( IF \ v \ is \ constant \ AND \ \phi_{Acc} \ increases \ AND \ T_{des\ Drive} \ is \ non-negative \ THEN \ T_{des\ Drive} \ increases \). For further details please refer to [3, 4, 11].
from this specification. These belong to the set: {-10, 5, 0, 35, 70}. Furthermore, it is checked whether the driving torque is non-negative. It is the condition allowing the generation of the proper stimuli for the final test execution. For the acceleration pedal position limited by the range <0, 100> an increase feature is utilized. The details can be found in [4]. Evaluating this particular test scenario the following applies: If the driving torque increases as expected, a pass verdict is delivered, otherwise a fail verdict appears.

5.2 Test quality assessment

The simplest metric – variants coverage for a SigF – achieves 100% coverage if all possible variants of a given SigF, based on the selected criteria, are generated in the test design and applied during the test execution.

The range of a given signal must be consistent with the constraints given in the VFs’ preconditions (i.e., such that the constrained values do not exceed the allowed range). Signal range consistency coverage checks this requirement in our approach.

Indeed, both of the metrics give the maximum coverage for our case study, the same as VFs activation coverage. Test cases coverage, however, reveals that only 80% of the designed test cases have been executed. This is because of the constraint put in the test control that if all the VFs are activated at least once (i.e., VFs activation coverage achieves 100%), the tests run should stop. In consequence, similarly, variants coverage during test execution, variants related preconditions coverage, and SUT output variants coverage give 87%, 67%, and 59% coverage, respectively. When we eliminate the mentioned constraint and we execute the tests, maximum coverage values are achieved.

The experiment reveals the need to prioritize the applied metrics and weight their values relating them to each other. By that, the testing costs can be estimated.

6. Summary

The maximum test coverage is an ideal case and it is usually not even attempted to be achieved (in contrast to the maximized one). The value depends mostly on the project costs and efforts spent on testing. Since the case study is relatively simple it serves for illustration purposes only. Nevertheless, it shows how the metrics relate to each other and how they can be weighted.

Moreover, the existence of test patterns gives a possibility to define the quantifiable TQ metrics related to these patterns (e.g., VFs activation coverage). The application of metrics, in turn, allows for evaluation of the quality of the test design and test execution as it has been illustrated for the case study. The lacking parts of test specifications are indicated.

MiLEST itself provides a set of patterns that support the systematic test design and enable the reuse of a number of structures for modeling the test. Additionally, some of the steps are automatic, which reduces the time of the test development.
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